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Executive Summary
I recommend a LONG position on Rollins (Ticker: ROL) for a potential 34% total return upside. Rollins is the world’s
largest pest control company, widely considered as best-in-class. On the surface, ROL may look expensive trading at 44x
P/E (FY1) and 37x P/FCF (FY1), the core pest control business is only trading at 15.5x P/E (FY1) and 13.3x P/FCF (FY1) after
adjusting for the incremental value of existing growth initiatives. At the current stock price, investors can own a highquality business at below market valuation.
When selecting a stock to add to the 5x5x5 portfolio, I focused on a high-quality name that would likely to outperform
under all macro-economic conditions. Rollins is a high-quality business with an established moat in a growing industry and
with over 80% recurring revenue. Given the large and growing TAM as well as high recurring revenue, Rollins should
outperform in both bull and bear markets as it has done over the past two decades. The stock has been a long-term
compounder (15% CAGR over the past 20 years), and I believe that will continue over the next five years.
Company Overview
Rollins was founded in 1948 as Rollins Broadcasting. In 1964, Rollins ventured into the pest control business through the
acquisition of Orkin Exterminating company, in what’s believed to be the first LBO in history. By 1997, Rollins Inc. divested
all non-pest businesses to become a pure-play pest control company. Today, Rollins is the world’s largest pest control
company, with ~90% of revenue coming from the United States. The US pest control market is quite fragmented, with
approximately 20,000 companies. Rollins operates over 700 locations under its banners and is the largest player with
approximately 20% market share; the top four players own approximately 50% market share. Figure 1 below shows Rollins
revenue mix and figure 2 below illustrates unit economics at the branch level.
Fig. 1: Revenue mix
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Fig. 2: Unit economics
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Investment Thesis
The investment case for Rollins is based on three main thesis:
1. Wide moat with a growing TAM
2. Set up to outperform in all economic conditions with high recurring revenue, strong FCF conversion and no
financial leverage
3. Three key growth opportunities that are undervalued by the market
Thesis 1: wide moat with a growing TAM
Rollins has established a wide moat in the industry. The company’s competitive advantage can be broken down into two
components: advantage on a national level and advantage at the local level.
Scale advantages on a national level:
In the commercial segment, Rollins national footprint gives it access to national accounts, which has ~$1 billion TAM (30%
of commercial pest market). Given, very few players have the scale and footprint to compete on a national scale, these
national accounts are lucrative contracts. Commercial segment is also a more attractive due to the recurring nature of its
revenue – financial consequences on businesses with pest problems is much greater than consequences for regular homes,
so businesses are less likely to cut pest control spending. In the most recent downturn of 2008/2009, commercial segment
organic revenue never went negative in any quarters.
Rollins scale also helps it to be more efficient in deploying certain fixed cost such as training expenses and marketing
expenses. At Rollins, a large portion of training is completed virtually, with Rollins best-in-class training videos. As such,
much of the training can be completed at very little incremental cost. Similarly, for marketing expense, Rollins scale allows
the company to negotiate better rates and coordinate national campaigns. Orkin, Rollins’ flagship brand, is by far the most
recognized name in the pest control business.
On the revenue side, scale allows Rollins to better cross-sell services. If Rollins is already serving a customer on one service,
it’s much easier for Rollins to sell an additional offering to an existing customer than for a competitor to win the same
business. Another benefit of cross-selling is that the customer acquisition cost is a lot lower compared to the cost required
to add a new customer.
Scale advantages at the local level:
Fig. 3: Density by state
Local density is a key determinant of profitability as it is
beneficial on both revenue and cost side. Local density means
shorter distances between stops, saving technicians time on
the road and freeing up time for technicians to serve more
customers. On cost, local density means certain variable
expenses such as fuel and fleet costs could be reduced.
Additionally, Rollins would not need as many technicians and
employees per location. In fact, Orkin (Rollins’ flagship brand)
employs 19 employees per branch at compared to Terminix
(ServiceMaster’s flagship brand) employs 29 employees per
branch. Figure 3 to the left illustrates density by state. A state
colored in red indicates that Orkin is denser, a state colored in
green indicates that Terminix is denser, and an uncolored
state indicates that both competitors have the same number of branches in that state. Based on this state-by-state
illustration, Orkin is typically denser in most parts of the US. In fact, within a 15-mile radius of a branch, an Orkin location
serves ~225,000 housing units vs. Terminix location serves ~175,000. Also, a typical Orkin customer makes $63,000 in
annual income compared to $59,000 for customers of Terminix, indicating Orkin customers are generally less price elastic.
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Over the past two decades, Rollins has reinvested higher
profitability back into its business to widen its moat.
Rollins spends 5% of revenue on marketing expense, just
about doubling that of industry average. Also,
technicians at Rollins make on average $16/hr
compared to $14/hr at ServiceMaster. Figure 4
illustrates how better paid employees at Orkin help it
strengthen its moat.

Rollins technicians inspect customer homes on a bimonthly basis, the most frequent among competitors.
These frequent touchpoints build goodwill and foster
relationships between customers and technicians.
While switching cost is low for the price sensitive
customers, a trusted relationship can increase customer
retention. Ultimately, customers are willing to pay a
premium for the extra peace of mind of trusted brands.
In fact, Rollins is priced at a slight premium to its peers. For a typical residential contract, Orkin charges $736/yr vs.
Terminix charges $716/yr vs. mom and pop charges $549/yr. The price differential indicates that customers are willing to
pay more for a trusted brand.
Growing TAM:
The global pest control industry is an attractive industry that has grown at mid-single digit for the past decade. Today the
global pest control industry is an $18 billion market, with North America accounting for half of the total market. Residential
segment accounts for about 60% while commercial segment accounts for about 40%. Industry experts expect the market
to continue to grow at mid-single digits going forward, supported by a number of tailwinds:
• Increased penetration: Currently, Rollins and ServiceMaster both serve just about two million US households each
and account for 40% of the market. This implies that the total households served by the market is just ten million.
Given there are 126 million households in the US, pest control companies still have a long way to expand services
to serve a bigger number of households
• Growing population: world population is growing at 80 million a year while pest population is growing at a faster
pace than population growth. Mosquitos and bed bugs are two main drivers for pest growth at the moment.
• Global warming: pests generally thrive in warmer climates. Thus global warming is a secular tailwind for the
industry
• Urbanization: Pest issues are more prevalent in urban areas. Globally there is a shift towards urbanization – 70%
of population will live in cities by 2050 (vs. 43% in 1990).
• Increasing business pressure: pest issues could lead to significant reputational risk for businesses; 22% of facilities
across the global food chain have some record of pest activity at any one point; over 80% of hotels have
experienced bed bug issues. Given social media and more stringent regulatory trends, pest control will be a greater
focus moving forward.
• Rise of middle class: people in the middle class tend to have higher life quality standards and lower tolerance for
pests than those in the lower class. 160 million people rise to the middle class every year.
Rollins and ServiceMaster are the leading players with ~20% market share each. Currently, the industry only serves ~10
million households compared to 126 million households in the US. Therefore, the industry still a long runway to expand
TAM through new offerings to service more US households. US pest control industry is highly fragmented with ~20,000
companies. Opportunities to grow could come from organic growth or through tuck-in acquisitions.
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Thesis 2: set up to outperform in all economic conditions with high recurring revenue, strong FCF conversion and no
financial leverage
Rollins’ reputation and high level of customer engagement have helped the company acquire a highly sticky customer
base – each segment’s retention rate at industry leading 80-90%. Also, Rollins has been able to push through low-single
digit price increases annually. Figure 5 below shows Rollins organic revenue growth (backing out M&A and fx impacts) in
the blue bar and US GDP growth in the yellow bar. Two points stand out:
• Organic revenue growth never went negative, even through the downturns of early 2000’s and 2008/2009
• Organic revenue growth has been extremely robust, higher than GDP growth in each of the past 13 years and
more than doubling GDP growth in 10 of the last 12 years
Fig. 5: Rollins organic growth vs. GDP growth

Pest control is an attractive business with extremely robust free cash flow generation. As Figure 6 below indicates, capex
intensity, as shown in the yellow line, averages to be around 2% of revenue (including growth capex). Free cash flow
conversion (defined by FCF over net income) as shown in the blue bars has been consistently above 100%.
Fig. 6: Rollins FCF conversion and capex intensity

Management has been extremely risk-averse with financial leverage. Historically, Rollins has always run at a net cash
position. Per conversations with Rollins CFO and IR, the company does not like to take on financial leverage unless it is
required for an extremely attractive acquisition opportunity. Management prefers to keep a net cash position to take
advantage of market downturns and invest countercyclically.
Thesis 3: Three key growth opportunities that are undervalued by the market
There are three key growth opportunities at Rollins: virtual route management and scheduling (VRM) rollout, future
acquisitions and mosquitos opportunity. From speaking with sell-side and buy-side investors, no one breaks these out
separately when assessing the company. Over the past few quarters, management has given sufficient commentary to
estimate the impact of each of these opportunities. Below, I discuss how I quantified each opportunity.
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1. VRM rollout:
Fig. 7: VRM routing
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Rollins has been aggressive with its technology rollout over the past five
years. Currently the company is rolling out its VRM system, an initiative
to optimize driving routes for all technicians. Refer to Figure 7 on the
left for a visual depiction of the VRM initiative. This initiative began in
2016 and is ~50% implemented. Per management commentary, VRM
saves 45 minutes and half a mile per customer visit. Of the total
potential cost savings, management thinks VRM can still help to save
10-15% of miles driven. In addition, to fuel and fleet savings, VRM roll
out should help with technician productivity during the day with
additional daily customers per employee. Management estimates there is another 10% in productivity remaining. From
these commentaries, I’m able to quantify the incremental benefits from the VRM initiative in Figure 8 below.
Fig. 8: Quantifying the VRM impact

Fig. 9: Valuing the VRM benefits
The incremental per-branch pre-tax profit is $140,825. If I apply that across
the entire footprint of Rollins (700 locations), assuming 21% tax rate and
25x multiple, the incremental value from the VRM roll out is another
$6.14/sh.
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2. Acquisitions upside
Per Figure 10 below, Rollins has ramped up on acquisitions over the past two years. Just last week, Rollins closed its largest
acquisition to-date in Clark Pest Control. Historically, Rollins has a great history in acquiring companies. Typically, Rollins
has been able to acquire companies at 6-8x EV/EBITDA (after synergies) while it trades at a much higher valuation than
that, making these acquisitions highly accretive. There are a couple indicators that clearly illustrate Rollins acquisition
capabilities. One way is by looking at consolidated ROIC, which has been trending upwards over the past twenty years.
The other indicator is by evaluating the previous largest acquisition, HomeTeam. HomeTeam was a controversial
acquisition in 2008 because Rollins had just acquired a pest control company with new construction exposure right when
the US housing market was turning over. A decade later, we can conclude it was a great acquisition as HomeTeam is now
valued at $4.4 billion (compared to $137 million acquisition price in 2008). Management’s prior track record over the past
two decades give me confidence of continued success in acquisitions.
Fig. 10: Capital allocation trends

See Figure 11 below for valuation of acquisition benefits. To quantify the potential benefit from increased M&A
deployment, I first calculate the incremental value from capital deployed between 2017-2019. In aggregate, Rollins has
deployed approximately $399 million. The typical post-synergy multiple they’ve paid for an acquisition is between 6-8x
EV/EBITDA. Then I assume over time, EBITDA margin could increase to 30%, slightly below incremental EBITDA margin.
Applying a 25x multiple, there is $5.16/sh of incremental value. Further, I assume that Rollins can continue to deploy $150
million (projected free cash flow after dividends) per year on M&A. Under the same assumptions and assuming Rollins
can deploy capital at similar returns for another five years, that equates to another $7.36/sh.
Fig. 11: Valuing acquisition benefits
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Fig. 12: Mosquitos historical revenue growth
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Rollins enjoyed an acceleration in growth of mosquitos
revenue in 2018 after a refocus into the mosquitos
opportunity. For the first time, Rollins started to train its
technicians on selling mosquitos services. Prior to 2018,
all mosquito-related training was on treating mosquitos.
After starting to train employees on cross-selling
mosquito-related services, Rollins has seen high takerate on this offering. Most notably, management
realized that customers are very receptive to adding
mosquito service but didn’t know Rollins offered the
service.
Fig. 13: Valuing the mosquitos opportunity
To quantify the potential
benefit from the mosquitos
opportunity, I first calculate
the current contribution from
mosquitos. Then I calculate
the potential opportunity
based on conversations with
the CFO and IR, earnings call
transcripts
and
public
disclosures.
Management
believes Rollins is still in the
very early stages of the mosquitos opportunity. Based on the demand seen to-date, management believes Rollins could
see 60% penetration for mosquitos service. However, based on a proprietary customer survey of 110 participants, I
conservatively estimate mosquitos penetration could reach 30%. The mosquitos opportunity also yields higher margin due
to the nature of the service and cost savings on customer acquisition cost as most of customer acquisition is through crossselling. I apply a 25x multiple to estimate the potential value of the opportunity, which equates to $8.68/sh.
Valuation
Given management’s prior track record of consistently outperforming guidance and strong capital allocation decisions, I
have confidence in the commentary they’ve provided on the existing growth opportunities.
To value the company, I figure the most appropriate valuation method is first backing out the value of the growth initiatives
and valuing the remaining Rollins Core business. Based on the calculated value of growth opportunities of $24.31/sh,
Rollins Core business is only worth $13.26/sh, valued at 15.5x P/E (FY1) or 13.3x P/FCF (FY1). Rollins Core deserves to trade
at a premium to the market given its wide moat, above-market growth rate and exposure to highly recurring revenue. In
my base case, I apply 25x P/FCF multiple using my calculated justified multiple based on growth rate, assumed discount
rate and FCF conversion. I also sanity check that multiple against pest control peers and Rollins’ own historical multiple.
Figure 14 on the next page walks through my valuation in bear, base and bull case scenarios with the main assumptions
laid on in the commentary column.
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Fig. 14: Valuation cases
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Risk & Mitigation
Risk: The Rollins family owns >50% of the company and is unlikely to sell down to below 50% ownership. Large family
ownership could limit liquidity of the stock.
• Mitigation: The nature of the 5x5x5 is to hold a stock for five years without any trading activity in between. Thus
the liquidity concerns is somewhat offset by this buy-and-hold strategy.
Risk: Potential increase in competition from major competitors such as ServiceMaster and Rentokil on organic and
inorganic growth opportunities.
• Mitigation: Rollins has been extremely disciplined in its growth and acquisition plans. The company has given up
on many past acquisitions because it would not match competitors’ bidding price. Given majority of the market is
still quite fragmented and TAM is growing, the market is large enough for more than one company to thrive.
Risk: CEO Gary Rollins (74) is well connected and could retire in the near future.
• The company has a deep bench with executives who are well suited to replace Gary Rollins.
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